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Abstract— Applying evolution to generate simple agent be-
haviours has become a successful and heavily used practice.
However the notion of scaling up behaviour into something
more noteworthy and complex is far from elementary. In
this paper we propose a method of combining neuroevolution
practices with the subsumption paradigm; in which we generate
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) layers ordered in a hierarchy
such that high-level controllers can override lower behaviours.
To explore this proposal we apply our controllers to the
‘EvoTanks’ domain; a small, dynamic, adversarial environment.
Our results show that once layers are evolved we can generate
competent and capable results that can deal with hierarchies of
multiple layers. Further analysis of results provides interesting
insights into design decisions for such controllers, particularly
when compared to the original suggestions for the subsumption
paradigm.

I. INTRODUCTION

Applying machine learning algorithms for the purposes
of creating intelligent agents is a regular practice. With
neuro-evolution; the application of evolutionary algorithms
to train artificial neural networks (ANNs), a particularly
popular means of developing agent behaviours. Multi-layer
perceptrons such as neural networks are favoured due to
their ability to act as a function approximator when properly
trained. Hence agents can develop strong behaviours by
isolating patterns from the input domain and act against them
accordingly. However we find that these agents are often
restricted to relatively simple domains.

This is in part due to the complexity of the network,
as ANN complexity is a combination of weight range and
topology. The more neurons in each layer, the larger number
of interconnections between each of the layers, with each
connection a variable within a specified domain. Hence the
larger the network, the greater the behavioural search space
our learning algorithm must explore to provide us with
worthwhile candidate solutions, a factor that most certainly
impacts time taken for search the amount of computational
power required.

In an endeavour to tackle more complex behaviours, we
present a design incorporating ANNs into a subsumption
hierarchy. The subsumption hierarchy is a modular approach
to composing intelligent behaviour. This is achieved by
decomposing a behaviour into modules placed in a layered
structure, such that layers at a higher level operate to achieve
the task while subsuming the lower layers, allowing for layers
to suppress or overrule actions beneath it [1]. This leads
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to the development of ‘reactive’ layers at bottom of the
hierarchy, whilst layers at the top become more sophisticated
as they incoporate the outputs of layers beneath them. For
means of analysis, we assess the performance of this design
by generating agent behaviours to operate in the EvoTanks
domain; a small environment that challenges tank agents to
solve local challenges.

This paper is organised as follows. In Section II we
provide a detailed description of the EvoTanks domain, the
features incorporated and previous research conducted using
this domain. In Section III we discuss related work in scaling
up behaviours generated by machine learning algorithms and
the origins of subsumption architecture robotics. The agent
design and tasks are found in Section IV, with the evolution
architecture described in Section V. Experiments, results
and analysis provided in Section VI. Finally, conclusions,
criticisms and suggestions for future direction of our research
is provided in Section VII.

II. THE EvoTanks DOMAIN

The EvoTanks domain (as shown in Figure 1) is inspired
by the Atari 2600 game ‘Combat’ in which 1 or more
tank agents must compete or achieve local tasks within
a fixed time limit. The agents exist within a 600 x 600
arena encompassed by boundaries viewed in a top-down
fashion, each agent is privvy to a small selection of actions;
foward/backward movement, left/right rotation and the firing
of a fixed cannon with unlimited ammunition. An agent has
no momentum to consider, with neither their own movement
nor that of enemies and enemy shells having any impact
on their performance. Traditionally the agents are presented
the challenge of defeating a designated enemy target by
eliminating the targets four hit points within a fixed time
limit. Any contact with enemy shells will result in an agent’s
hit points being depleted, furthermore collision with the
surrounding boundaries as well as any obstacles placed in
the environment has the same effect.

Initial research in this domain explored the possibility
of applying unsupervised feed-forward neural networks to
control agents using a genetic algorithm as a means to tailor
a controller designed to eliminate local targets [2]. Resulted
proved moderately successful; while the agents performed
capably in defeating enemy opponents, these targets were
a series of NPC (non-player character) scripts and hence
trapped behaviours within local maxima. To combat these
issues, further research has since investigated means to
generate strong ‘global’ behaviours through application of
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Fig. 1. An screenshot of the EvoTanks domain, in this sample problem,
the agent is attempting to reach the waypoint in the bottom right corner,
whilst avoding the large obstacle in the centre of the arena as well as any
incoming fire from the two turret agents placed around the waypoint.

a competitive co-evolutionary model [3] and a cooperative
competitive co-evolution model [4].

The EvoTanks domain provides at present a series of small
local tasks for the agent to tackle:

• Destroy-Target(Target t): The original EvoTanks chal-
lenge, the agent is charged with the elimination of a
specified target.

• Visit-Waypoint(Waypoint w): Given a randomly gen-
erated waypoint, the agent must drive towards the
waypoint and arrive at the destination. ‘

• Avoid-Obstacles: When an agent is inserted into a
varying obstacle littered fields, the agent must traverse
the level without making any collisions with walls.

These tasks were designed to provide feasibility testing for
canonical ANN controllers in our domain. Each provides an
interesting challenge on it’s own that can either be increased
in complexity, or incorporated into another task to increase
said tasks complexity.

III. RESEARCH BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK

The term subsumption architecture was first coined by
Brooks in [5] and further explored throughout the mid
1980’s. The subsumption principle was presented as an al-
ternative to not only the traditional layered architecture com-
monly used in behaviour-based robotics but also as means to
generate competent controllers in robotics as an alternative
to sub-planning execution systems [1]. The subsumption
principles promoted modular, non-state based, task-specific
perceptrons [6] capable of ‘reflex’ reaction behaviours as
well as innovative high-level behaviours [7].

While this practice has been highly influential in au-
tonomous robotics, it has had little application in machine
learning practices for agent controllers. This could be con-
sidered an oppurtunity missed, given that machine learning
agent development is now heavily involved in the concepts of
‘scaling up’ behaviours. A myriad of training methodologies
have been applied to generate local-scope controllers for
agents in a variety of domains, with relevant publications
appearing in most conferences on an annual basis1; proof of
the feasibility of such practices in domains where agents are
required to interact with the world using only a small set of
inputs.

Meanwhile work has been conducted in the last 2 decades
seeking to find the silver bullet of complex autnomous
behaviour, with one of the earliest works by Hillis found in
[11]. The approach of “bootstrapping” the evolutionary dy-
namic by co-evolving fitness landscapes with sorting-network
agents produced an interesting appraoach to complex agent
behaviour. Furthermore we have seen work researching prac-
tices in ‘building-up’ behaviours beyond typicaly incremental
evolution with [12] and [13] providing interesting examples.

To date the only major work published in applying ma-
chine learning with subsumption is by Togelius in [14],
where the author presents an approach called “layered evo-
lution”; a practice that merges features of the subsump-
tion architecture with evolutionary robotics. Comparing this
method to monolithic, incremental and modularised evolution
in a incrementally complex task, it is clear that the layered
approach garners more favourable results and the superiority
of the approach is argued. We can say with confidence that
while the work presented here is inspired by this work, we
feel that our approach provides something different; with
the design of the agents using a different approach and
our adherence to the subsumption principles differs as our
designs show in Section IV and V.

IV. AGENT DESIGN

Unlike traditional designs for agents, our controller would
be composed of numerous neural networks, comprising all
necessary sub-controllers required for execution based on the
specified task. As such our agent phenotype is represented
by a subsumption neural architecture (SNA). In the example
controller shown in Figure 2, our agent is comprised of 3 sub-
controllers; the Base Controller (layer 0), layer 1 and layer 2.
Each of the controllers takes in a variety of inputs from the
Oracle system, a program designed to oversee the execution
of an EvoTanks game which has access to all information
relevant to obstacles, agents, shells and objective based data.
Once this data is passed in, all neural networks will update
and transfer their outputs to the output layer.

The output layer consists of three neurons, corresponding
to movement, rotation and firing of the cannon. In the
case of movement and rotation, negative output values will
generate backward movement and counter-clockwise rotation
accordingly, with forward movement and clockwise rotation

1See [8], [9], [10] as just a few examples from CIG 2007.
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Fig. 2. An example of a 3-tier Subsumption Neural Architecture. In this
example, we have a visit-waypoint base controller, followed by a detect-
obstacles sub-controller in the middle layer and a dodge-shells controller on
the top layer. This 3-tier controller generates local output values, then using
the subsumption principle, output signals are delegated down through the
layers. Such that the each individual output of the architecture is composed
of signals from all layers. The controller represented here corresponds to
the appropriate controller required to competently solve the task shown in
Figure 1.

dependant on positive output. For the firing of the cannon,
there is a small threshold value that must be exceeded for
the action to be executed. Depending on the sub-controller
in question, only relevant output neurons are connected.
This prevents neural networks that do not necessarily re-
quire control of an action to interfere with layers below
it by forcing unnecessary actions. As has been previously
described, should the higher layers fire their outputs, this
prevents objects within the lower layer from interfering.
Given the nature of neural networks, this caused a problem
for certain objectives and forced the controllers to become
more localised, an overview of the issues that arised and the
resulting countermeasures are found in Section VI.

A. Subcontroller Design

For each of the subcontrollers we developed, it was
paramount that we develop agents as small and robust as
possible. While increased network complexity would no
doubt help broaden our search capability when developing
capable solutions, we felt it was important to highlight the
ability to generate relatively small neural networks that could
cope with each individual task. Thus creating a subsmuption
architecture composed of low complexity components to
develop a relatively complex behaviour. We were intent on
developing small networks typically consisting of 2 hidden
layers of 3 neurons, thus generated anywhere from 18 to

27 synapses depending on the task we were training. Each
synapse begins as a randomly initialised weight in the range
±5, with all hidden neurons operating a hyperbolic tangent
(tanH) transfer function. The use of a hyperbolic tangent
transfer function was introduced in [2] to allow for input
neurons to operate without the necessity of bias weights.

We have a variety of subcontroller designs, we shall
provide a breakdown of the controllers our work focussed
on below. All angle calculations are normalised within a ±1
range, while all distances are normalised with respect to the
diagonal of the arena, thus placing them in a 0 to 1 range:

• Destroy-Target(Target t): Modelled after the original
task specified in Section II, the agent composed of three
inputs:

– Direction to Specified Target: The angle required
to turn the front of the agent to face the specified
target. With positive values representing clockwise
rotation and vice versa.

– Distance to Specified Target
– Direction from Specified Target: The angle the

target is required to turn before it is directly facing
the agent.

Destroy-Target is considered in our experiments as a
base controller; typically this controller will be placed
on the base of the architecture, allowing us to add
greater functionality by applying sub-controllers above
this agent in the hierarchy.

• Visit-Waypoint: The agent is challenged to reach the
randomly generated (x,y) position on the game world
within the time-limit. The agent requires only 2 inputs:

– Angle to Nearest Waypoint(w)
– Distance to Nearest Waypoint(w)

• Avoid-Obstacles: Our agent is tasked with travelling
around an obstacle littered arena while ensuring that no
walls are touched. The agent operates using a sensor
that casts a ‘line of visibility’ the length of the arena
diagonal. Using this sensor, the agent calculates 2
inputs:

– Angle of Intersection of Sensor: When the sensor
intersects the closest obstacle, the angle of inter-
section with the surface is calculated.

– Distance to Intersection of Sensor: The distance
from the agent to the point of intersection on the
line.

This controller was initially designed as means to test
our sensors for the tank agents. While successful in
tests, it was later replaced with the Detect Obstacles
controller.

• Detect-Obstacles: The network is privvy to data from 3
sensors; the first exists 150 pixels directly ahead of the
front of the tank. The second and third sit 75 pixels from
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the front of the agent at +45 degrees and -45 degrees
respectively. The front sensor calculates the following
information:

– Angle of Intersection: Based on the line drawn from
the tank(x,y) to the sensor(x,y) (see Figure 1), at the
given point where the sensor intersects a nearby
object, we calculate the angle of intersection.

– Distance to Intersection: Using the same intersec-
tion data as previous, we calculate the distance from
this point to the front of the agent.

Furthermore, the side sensors will each calculate angle
intersection only. As previosly stated this controller is
the successor to the original Avoid-Obstacles controller.
Given that we wished for this controller to operate as
an additional component to one of the base controllers.
While our original design was capable of traversing the
area competently, the agent operated on a sensor that
would always read in data as a result of it’s length.
Given the nature of our trained networks, they would
always react to data at each timestep. Hence it was
required for the agent to scaled down to using local
sensors. Doing this would allow for the subsumption
principle to operate in a sensible fashion, hence ensuring
that the obstacle collision controller would only come
into effect once the agent was within sufficient range of
a possible collision with a nearby object.

• Dodge-Shells: This objective is designed to allow agents
to avoid any oncoming shells. Operating with a 100
pixel semi-circle of visibility (see Figure 1 where the
circle around the agent represents the range), the agent
is then given 2 inputs.

– Direction to Nearest Shell
– Distance to Nearest Shell

In each case, these inputs are only relevant to the any
shells within the semi-circle of visibility.

Each subcontroller has access to it’s own fitness function to
calculate performance against the given task. With the facility
to weight the outputs of all controllers in question, however
we were interested in applying these controllers using the
same ‘base’ function throughout the learning process. As
shown in Section VI, we operate using only the base layer
as means of fitness analysis, with the intent of assessing
whether the agent could learn to use each subcontroller
without relevant influence in the fitness function.

B. Base Controller Fitness Functions

1) Destroy-Target: : This objective operates similar to
the fitness functions found in [2], [3], [4]. In summary, an
agent is assessed based on the capability to defeat an enemy
as quickly as possible. With 80% of the fitness calculated
based on time taken; should the agent succeed, it receives a
penalty based on the number of timesteps taken(Equation 1).
Should the agent fail, it receives a bonus for every timestep
it spent (Equation 2). The remaining 20% provides bonus

points for every remaining hitpoint the agent holds, as well
as all hitpoint deducted from the enemy target (Equation 3).
The weights attributed to each portion of the equation is to
place emphasis more on the agents efficiency than it’s own
survival. Previous experimentation with these weights found
in [2], [16] suggest that the 80/20 ratio is the most effective.

Fwin = ((1− ((
0.5

Tmax
)× Tgame))× 0.8) + (FFhealth

× 0.2)
(1)

Flose = (((
0.5

Tmax
)× Tgame)× 0.8) + (FPHealth

× 0.2) (2)

Fhealth = (Agenthealth × 0.125) +
((Hmax − Targethealth)× 0.125) (3)

2) Visit-Waypoint: : Assessing an agents solution to this
task is relatively simple. Taking the agents initial (x,y)
position and that of the waypoint. We calculate the initial
distance between the two points (Dstart). Should the agent
succeed then we simply base our calculation as a deduction
of points for every time-step taken as shown in Equation 4.
However should the agent fail to reach the waypoint, the
value is calculated as a fraction of the distance to the
waypoint travelled as shown in Equation 5.

Fsucceed = 1− ((
0.5

Tmax
)× Tgame) (4)

Ffail = 0.5− ((
0.5

DStart
)×DFinal) (5)

One notable issue that may arise from this is that the
agent could accrue negative fitness should they stray further
away from the waypoint than where they initially started.
While this was considered a poor design decision initially, we
decided to maintain this point to allow for early generations
to easily compare solutions during the selection process. An-
other notable issue is that agents could generate strong fitness
should they start close to a waypoint during evaluation. To
counter this we ensure that all evaluations are commenced
with a waypoint randomly inserted in the arena provided the
initial distance between the agent and the waypoint is 600
pixels.

V. EVOLUTION ARCHITECTURE

The evolution of our sub-controllers is relatively simple
in principle by using traditional methods. Each controller is
trained using one of two variations; a 1+1 evolutionary strat-
egy or canonical evolution. However the important feature in
our method is the way in which the controllers are evolved.
This section provides an insight into these design decisions.

Using our pre-defined fitness functions as expressed in
Section IV, we assess an agent against the base controller
fitness function designated for this task. The pool of agents
assessed as well as the selection methods incorporated are
determined by the evolution structure selected. As previously
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stated we can apply either a 1+1 evolutionary strategy; in
which we maintain the best candidate and apply mutation to
the current best in an attempt to generate small improve-
ments. Otherwise we apply canonical evolution approach
using a pool of candidate solutions, where we select the
parents of the future population using a tournament selection
with elitism to maintain the best solutions in the population.

Our two methods require facilities for crossover and
mutation, both of which inspired by our previous work
found in [3]. For mutation, each gene in the chromosome
is subject to alteration with a 40% probability. Mutation
is achieved by applying a random noise within the range
of ±1, with bounds on each value to ensure the value
is maintained within the range ±5. Single-point crossover
is applied inspired by the designs of Montana and Davis;
where we isolate subsections of a chromosome as incoming
inputs to a particular neuron in the network. Provided the
topology of the neurons from parent A and B are the same,
these are swapped over to form new children [15]. This
method of crossover is applied since our previous work in the
EvoTanks domain showed that traditional one-point crossover
was disruptive [2], further experimentation using the above
described provided satisfactory results [16].

A. Training Methodology

Our methodology is primarily inspired by work found
in [14], where we begin by evolving the base controller
according to the fitness functions defined in Section IV.
Once we are satisfied with the results our agent can generate
(typically after an evaluation marker has exceeded a specified
limit), the best controller garnered from this learning process
(either the best of the final population or the best agent
developed from our evolutionary strategy) is ‘frozen’ and
hence no longer modified throughout the learning process.
Once a controller is frozen, we will modify features of
the domain; typically adding factors that will increase the
complexity of the original challenge. However since the
agent will be required to learn new facets to it’s behaviour,
we compensate for this by placing a new layer in the
subsumption hierarchy. This new layer will be a new neural
network of pre-defined topology (as described in Section IV)
and will have access to new sensor data relevant to the
new environmental features, under the presumption that the
agent should be able to use this information effectively. Now
that the world has been modified and controller modified
to accomodate, the agent will reset the learning process
and being anew for the specified number of evaluations.
Once again the agent will train using the specified base
controller fitness function, hence we see gradual increases
in complexity of the environment while the agent continues
to learn, with a ‘bootstrap’ in place that can assist the agent
in completion of the basic version of the task.

VI. EXPERIMENTS & RESULTS

Once we had devised our SNA designs, as well as the
methodology for agents to train their subcontrollers, it was
important to devise means for us to assess how effectively

these agent can perform these tasks in comparison to agent
who are not equipped with the SNA controllers. At which
point we devised a series of experiments to assess the per-
formance of our methods over a more traditional approach.

In order to provide an equal playing field, one particular
task had to be devised for the agents to solve. The task
in question was to traverse the game world to a designated
waypoint successfully while overcoming any obstacles that
may interfere with an agents progress. An example of this
can be found in Figure 1, where the agent is attempting to
traverse the world to the waypoint situtated in the south-east
corner. However in between the agent and the waypoint are
obstructing walls as well as two scripted ‘Turret’ agents that
are designed to shoot down the agent should the agent come
within the Turrets view. For any given problem instance, the
waypoint is randomly generated (as previously described in
Section IV) with obstacles placed between the agent and
destination waypoint. Only 2 enemy turrets are placed in the
arena, each placed randomly within close proximity of the
waypoint. We believe that the use of such random problem
instance instatiation tied with the use of egocentric inputs for
our networks would be sufficient to verfiy the robustness of
our method.

Using this task, we generated 3 different experiments to
model the effectiveness of our agent architecture. Our first
being the training methodology described in Section V using
a 1+1 strategy. Where our agent will learn in sequence the 3
subcontrollers that can maximise effective behavioural out-
put; visit-waypoint, detect-obstacles and dodge-shells. While
our experimentation has focussed on both 1+1 and canonical
evolution methods, we considered it best to run on 1+1 for
evaluation purposes. Previous work found in [3] showed
that our the upper-bound on agent fitness in EvoTanks is
discovered using 1+1, with our evolution and co-evolution
experiments often generating fitness just below the upper
bound.

The second and third experiment sought to build a neural
network that utilised all relevant information from the three
subcontrollers and build them into one network. Due to
the large number of inputs involved (8 inputs in total), the
network was provided with a 2 layers of 10 neurons to allow
for sufficient assistance in learning to utilise this data to full
effect. The use of 4 layers in total is designed to mimic that
of the subcontrollers. Given the normal 3 outputs available,
this rendered the agent with a complete network of 210
synapses. The major difference in these two experiments
is the challenge presented; as in our second experiment
we gradually introduce barriers and turrets to the domain,
providing an incremental increase in complexity, while the
latter presents the challenge in it’s entirety, giving the agent
the full time available to overcome the challenges presented.
The results reported in this paper are using these practices
when applied to the 1+1 evolutionary strategy model de-
scribed in Section V. For comparison between 1+1 strategies
compared to canonical evolution, we also provide results
from our evolution runs using the same training methodology.
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TABLE I
A BREAKDOWN OF THE BEST AGENTS DISCOVERED AFTER EACH PHASE

(EVERY 1000 EVALUATION CYCLES), IT IS IMPORTANT TO NOTE THAT

AFTER EVERY 1000 CYCLES, THE ENVIRONMENT IS CHANGED TO MAKE

THE TASK MORE DIFFICULT. HENCE FURTHER CYCLES THEN ATTEMPT

TO RE-LEARN THE TASK USING THE NEW SUBSUMPTION FACILITIES

PROVIDED TO THEM.

Evaluation
Cycles

Controller
Trained

Environment Current
Best

1000 Visit-Waypoint Waypoint
Only

0.841

2000 Detect-
Obstacles

Waypoint &
Obstacles

0.818

3000 Dodge-Shells Waypoint,
Obstacles &
Turrets

0.687

For this experiment we use a candidate population of 100
with 10 generations to learn each subcontroller to ensure an
equal number of evaluations across both methods, crossover
and mutation applied at 40% probability. In all experiments
each candidate solution is given 50 games to assess their
performance and attain a strong average score of their ability.

TABLE II
A BREAKDOWN OF THE PERFORMANCE OF THE SEARCH FOR AN AGENT

USING THE COMPLETE ENVIRONMENT AND ONE SOLE NETWORK. IT IS

IMPORTANT TO NOTE THAT THE AGENTS ONLY SUCCEED TO SOME

EXTENT IN REACHING THE WAYPOINT, AT WHICH POINT THE AGENT

FAILS TO IMPROVE.

Evaluation
Cycles

Controller
Trained

Environment Current
Best

1000 8 Input
Network

Waypoint,
Obstacles &
Turrets

0.501

2000 8 Input
Network

Waypoint,
Obstacles &
Turrets

0.501

3000 8 Input
Network

Waypoint,
Obstacles &
Turrets

0.501

After running our experiments across numerous sample
problems, we found that the results generated for all 3
experiments varied little across individual runs. For the sake
of space and simplicity we provide results that represent a
typical run of this experiment. The results from our SNA
1+1 experiments can be found in Table I, with the complete
network tests (whole domain and incremental) displayed in
Tables II and III respectively. Furthermore, charts showing
the progressions of the 3 runs are found in Figure 3. We
can happily conclude that the SNA approach to this problem
is vastly more successful than the other two approaches.
With our subsumption approach generating better controllers
in latter stages when compared to the incremental environ-
ment approach. Meanwhile the standard complete network
approach (Table II) failing to get off the ground, with a
small curve in fitness in the earlier stages and failing to learn
beyond 50% for the remainder of the learning process.

TABLE III
A BREAKDOWN OF THE PERFORMANCE OF THE SEARCH FOR AN AGENT

USING AN INCREMENTAL ENVIRONMENT AKIN TO THAT USED IN THE

SNA EXPERIMENTS AND ONE SOLE NETWORK. GIVEN THAT THE TASK

AT HAND IS CHANGED AFTER EVERY 1000 EVALUATION CYCLES.

Evaluation
Cycles

Controller
Trained

Environment Current
Best

1000 8 Input
Network

Waypoint
Only

0.842

2000 8 Input
Network

Waypoint &
Obstacles

0.546

3000 8 Input
Network

Waypoint,
Obstacles &
Turrets

0.39

TABLE IV
A BREAKDOWN OF THE EVOLUTION APPROACH TO OUR SUBSUMPTION.
IT IS CLEAR THAT WHEN RUNNING ON ONLY 10 GENERATIONS OF 200

CANDIDATES WE ARE CAPABLING OF DEVELOPING BASE CONTROLLERS

QUICKLY. AS THE EVOLUTION PROGRESSES THE EVOLUTION FAILS TO

PERFORM AS WELL AS THE 1+1 STRATEGY IN TABLE I.

Eval.
Cycles

Gen. Controller
Trained

Environment Best Mean
(± Std.
Dev)

1000 10 Visit-
Waypoint

Waypoint
Only

0.841 0.111
(±0.233)

2000 20 Detect-
Obstacles

Waypoint &
Obstacles

0.801 0.293
(±0.229)

3000 30 Dodge-
Shells

Waypoint,
Obstacles &
Turrets

0.611 0.499
(±0.054)

The most notable difference in our agents performance
compared to the other methods is that our SNA does not
suffer from dramatic loss in fitness as the agent continues
to learn to solve an increasingly difficult task. When we
compare results of the SNA runs in Table I to the incremental
complete network test in Table III and the corresponding
graphs in Figure 3, we see that both runs are capable
of learning to solve the Visit-Waypoint task quickly and
effectively. However at the 1000 cycle point, the world is
changed, the obstacles are added to the arena and the current
best fitness is reset to 0. The SNA agents learn within
quickly how to compensate for this added complexity and
generate near identical fitness to that in the first phase. Upon
examining the behaviours generated, it appears this loss is
caused by increase in time penalty (see Equation 4) as the
agent now has to drive around an obstacle instead of driving
straight ahead as normal. Meanwhile the standard neural
network fails to compensate for this to the same level. This
is not to say that this sudden requirement to adapt the neural
network is unsuccessful, as we can see in the graph that the
agent does learn to adapt to the new environment, however
it fails to garner anywhere near as efficient a behaviour
(0.546) when compared to the SNA approach (0.818). And
once again when the training process reaches the 2000 mark,
the behaviour is repeated, with the SNA approach losing a
reasonable amount of fitness (attributed to the less efficient
behaviour caused by dodging enemy fire) yet still capable of
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Fig. 3. The 3 graphs shown above represent a typical run of our 3
evaluation methods in 1+1 strategy experiments. The top graph shows our
SNA architecture at work, with the complete network tests (standard and
incremental domain) in the middle and bottom graphs.

performing the task effectively (at a fitness of 0.687) while
the incremental environment neural network approach suffers
from further decay to drop below the 0.5 fitness mark; the
point at which the agent is failing to succeed at the task on
average.

Our evolution SNA experiment is shown in Table IV and
Figure 4 and we are pleased to note that the agent is capable
of generating fitness not far from that garnered in the 1+1
approach. One interesting point of note is the dramatically
large difference in average and best fitness throughout the
learning process. We may note that in the earlier generations
the average is incredibly low in comparison to the best
fitness, however as training continues through the 3 phases
it gradually improves. This can be attributed to the freezing
of layers at the end of training each individual layer, since
the best controller from that learning phase is then stored as
the base controller for all future training. Hence the large
increases in average fitness as the population is now using
the same controller(s) as a subset of their behaviour. Despite

Fig. 4. The result of our evolution approach to the SNA training method-
ology. While not generating as successful results as the 1+1 approach, the
results are very promising.

this we find the incredibly low averages in the earlier phases
concerning and seek to discover how this can be amended.

VII. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, our SNA approach has provided a similar
yet different approach to the application of Subsumption
principles to not only the experimentation in neural networks
found in [14] but also the proposals laid out in the inaugural
publication by Brooks [5].

Our training methodology provides an approach capable
of training an agent to (incrementally) solve a complex task
using only one fitness function with a subsumption neural
architecture; the factors that separates our method from
not only incremental evolution, but also modular evolution
and Togelius’ layered evolution approach. Some may argue
that our approach could be considered modular evolution,
however the methods here are applied adhering to the sub-
sumption principles laid out in [5]. In Table V we amend
the diagram provided in [14] to show how our approach fits
in to the overall scheme of practices available. The major
difference between our approach and the use of modular
evolution is functional differentiation; that each layer is not
only given a specific purpose but a position in the order that
behaviours are put together and eventually executed. Layered
evolution follows the same approach with each layer given a
specific task to learn, each layer given it’s own unique fitness
function, hence we move it from it’s original position in the
table.

Furthermore, there are particular design decisions that
were made that conflict with the original subsumption
paradigm; notably the incremental granularity added to be-
haviour as training progresses. The original subsumption
concepts suggest that as more layers are added, we begin
to develop more abstract behaviours as the behaviour is
a functional composition of those beneath it. Meanwhile I
would argue this, as our designs suggest that we must give
a clearer understanding of what is expected of the agent
from the bottom up; adding more functionality to the base
behaviour as we continue to add new controllers. It is an
interesting aside, a by-product of the decisions made to
compensate for the intricacies of neural network behaviour
but it is something that may merit some further investigation.
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TABLE V
AN AMENDED VERSION OF THE TABLE FOUND AS FIGURE 1 IN [14], IN

WHICH THE AUTHOR BREAKS DOWN THE 4 DIFFERENT APPROACHES TO

EVOLUTIONARY ROBOTICS, WITH OUR APPROACH PROVIDING A NEW

5TH APPROACH.

One Layer Many Layers Many
Functionally
Different Layers

One Fitness
Function

Monolithic
Evolution

Modularised
Evolution

Subsumption
Neural Evolution

Many Fitness
Functions

Incremental
Evolution

N/A Layered
Evolution

With regards to further investigation, there are a range of
avenues where our work could continue to explore. Firstly
the research would benefit from more experimentation in
different tasks and subcontrollers, a task that would require
expansion of the EvoTank domain. It would be interesting
to investigate the development of new behaviours or even
functional classifications of behaviours; hierarchies that sug-
gest a particular type of agent based on the subcontrollers
attached (e.g. aggressive fighters, defensive fighters, scouts
etc.). Another possiblity is to explore subcontroller creation
and hierarchy formulation at the same time, with the process
of learning sub-controllers dependant also on learning where
in the hierarchy it should be placed. This in particular could
provide an interesting insight into problem decomposition,
as we learn what factors are deemed ‘more important’ in a
subsumption-based, reactive behavioural context.
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